Sponsoring & Animal Adoption

You can help our animal too. Be a part of our adoption programme, care for its annual feed, enrichment and veterinary needs. Zoo Negara is managed by the Malaysian Zoological Society, a non-governmental organisation and survives mainly through its gate collection and sponsorship from individuals, schools and corporate companies. Zoo Negara looks forward to your contribution for our animals.

ZOOGRAM MEMBERSHIP CARD

Please consider using our ZOOGRAM membership card which is a favourite card among families and wildlife lovers. The card holder will receive updates and special invitations to our events on top of enjoying discounts at our polar restaurant, souvenir shop, entrance and more!

LEARN, CHANGE & ENRICH

Visitors with special needs will be well-cared for so that they may fully enjoy their visit. We have a CD to Counter at the entrance to guide you to the above facility.

Animal Show

Witness the animals take center stage to entertain visitors with their fanastics and funny skills. Everyday at 11.00 am and 3.00 pm and every Friday at 11.00 am and 3.30 pm.

Animal Feeding

Learn from a feeding his hand? Make it more meaningful by joining our volunteering programme at Zoo Negara. Open to everyone age 16 and above who are willing to help out at the zoo. You may volunteer on any day of the week for at least eight hours, starting at 6.00 am.

WALK & DISCOVER

The zoo is set in a beautiful scenic location ideal for a family day out for corporate companies. Besides having a variety of interesting activities to choose from, we even have the facilities to accommodate more than 3000 people at one time!

LETS HAVE A CAFE AT ZOO NEGARA

Planning for a celebration? Make it more fun in Zoo Negara! With plenty of venues to choose from, we cater for birthday functions, family day, corporate events, children’s game activities, colouring contest and many more. The choice is yours, then the Allison Café is large enough to accommodate 3000 people at one time! Or if you prefer indoor, there’s an amphitheatre and cozy hall.

Meet Special Conservation Centres

Say hi to our furry, black and white friends, King Cobras and Leopards in the newly built jungle-conditioned bamboo-themed Grand Panda Conservation Centre and see the very first Giant Pandas in Malaysia. Watch how these bamboo experts spend their time in their enclosure. If you are lucky, you may see the Giant Pandas interact with keepers for feeding time.

AQUARIUM

Our fresh water aquarium exhibits represent one of the largest in the region. The aquarium mimics our own ecosystem in Malaysia, displaying a wide range of fish and marine life from the upper, middle, lower zones (coral reef) and finally, the sea.

MAMMALS

Home to a variety of mammals from Asia and beyond, Zoo Negara is the place to discover Leopards, Tigers, Indian Gaur, Pancas, Otters and more.

REPTILES

The most extensive reptile collection in South East Asia. Get familiar with our King Cobras, Estuarine Crocodiles and many more.

ADMINISTRATION

Internship programme and business related matters Email: admin@zoonegaralaysia.my

PUBLIC AFFAIRS & CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Animal adoption, news & media relations, sponsorship and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSG) Email: marketing@zoonegaralaysia.my

TICKET COUNTER

Opening hours, rates and school reservation Email: booking@zoonegaralaysia.my

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Corporate events, family days, birthdays, school visits, visitor-related matters and other functions Email: customerservice@zoonegaralaysia.my

EDUCATION

Tours, educational packages, volunteering at the zoo, student research programme and student model teachers Email: education@zoonegaralaysia.my